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IMPORTANT DATES:
The 25th WiN Global Annual Conference
and General Assembly will take place in
Beijing, China between August 28th and
September 1st 2017.
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THE WORLD OF WiN

WiN Bulgaria
MEMBERS OF THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL CHAPTER PARTICIPATED
IN A NATIONAL COMPETITION "ENGINEERING CREATIVITY OF
THE YOUNG"
The event was conducted on 27-28
November 2016 in Gorna Oryahovitsa. It
exhibited the works of more than 60 teams
around the country. Students from the I.
Kurchatov Nuclear Energy Vocational
School in Kozloduy, members of the youth
chapter of WiN-Bulgaria also competed.
The 11-graders V. Ivanov, D. Milchovska,
R.
Dimitrov
and
K.
Trendafilova
demonstrated models of non-typical
applications of solar energy such as a
Timber Drying Solar Kiln, and a Solar
Powered Water Distiller. The project
leaders were V. Staneva (a WiN member)
and T. Bogoeva. WiN-Bulgaria assisted
financially the young talents, all of whom
received certificates acknowledging their
participation in the competition.
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Research Centre, BAS, BNRA, Kozloduy
NPP, etc. Representatives of WiN-Bulgaria
chapters actively participated in all the
conference sessions such as nuclear
technologies
for
NPP
lifetime
management, decommissioning and RAW,
medical nuclear applications, radiation
protection.
On behalf of WiN-Bulgaria, I. Zhivkova,
organisational secretary of the Kozloduy
chapter, awarded the Society a certificate
marking
our
long-term
productive
cooperation.
She
delivered
a
congratulatory address, acknowledging
the Society's awareness and genuine
concern for the nuclear energy topics, and
expressing a wish that their members
would continue to be "valuable partners in
realising common goals and activities fully
devoted to the public benefit."

The Belene Chapter of WiN-Bulgaria
Supported a Local School in the
Implementation of a "For Clean
Environment - 2016" Project

25th
ANNIVERSARY
OF
THE
BULGARIAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
The Bulgarian Nuclear Society celebrated
its anniversary at the traditional annual
conference held 19-22 September in
Plovdiv. The event gathered experts and
specialists
from
leading
nuclear
companies, researchers at the EC United
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On 20 October, the Vasil Levski School in
Belene officially opened its outdoor area
for students’ training and activities of
interest. The area was implemented within
a national campaign project under the
topic: Ï love nature and I study and have
fun there”. It was the result of the joint
efforts of the entire school, and the
contribution of the women members of the
Belene chapter. "Together with parents,
we helped in clearing the area, making of
birdhouses, preparing presentations and
delivering them before kids in the local
kindergartens. We set up an exhibition and
a natural materials corner under the topic
"Nature and us".
From now on, the
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children studying at the V.Levski school
will have an open-air “classroom” where
they will have the possibility to learn about
various plant and animal species occurring
within the Belene region and the Persina
Nature Park", is what P. Vasileva, leader of
the chapter, shared with us.
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Canadian Nuclear Association’s
Queens Park Day

With the Ontario government preparing to
launch a review of the Long-Term Energy
Plan, the timing for this year’s “Queen’s
Park Day” couldn’t have been better. WiNCanada members (along with others in the
nuclear industry) met with Members of
Parliament in a series of 3-4 meetings to
deliver key messages on the positive
benefits of nuclear energy.

WiN Canada
Canadian Nuclear Society’s 3rd
Canadian Conference on Nuclear
Waste Management,
Decommissioning and
Environmental Restoration

WiN-Canada hosted a reception on
September 12, 2016 at the Canadian
Nuclear
Society’s
3rd
Canadian
Conference
on
Nuclear
Waste
Management,
Decommissioning
and
Environmental Restoration. We welcomed
long-time WiN supporters and introduced
new and prospective members to the
organization, its history and its growth.
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Dr. Colette Taylor, Ph.D, P/Eng, WiN-Canada
Member, discussing nuclear energy at Elmwood
School, an all girls school in Ottawa, Canada.

As part of our Speakers’ Clearinghouse
initiative, we have secured speaking
opportunities for WiN-Canada members
across the country. This past quarter,
Elmwood School, a private, all girls school
located in the nation’s capital, welcomed
Dr. Colette Taylor, Ph.D, P/Eng, as a guest
speaker into the grade 12 physics class to
talk about nuclear energy.
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The 13th Annual WiN-Canada Conference
took place on November 7, 2016 at the
Lionhead Golf and Conference Centre in
Brampton, Ontario. Some of the
conference’s speakers included Gold
Medal Olympian Cheryl Pounder, awardwinning author, advocate and speaker
Shari Graydon and incoming WiN-Global
President Gabi Voigt. With almost 200
people in attendance, the 2016 conference
was one of the most successful events to
date! The conference kicked off in style
with a fantastic reception hosted by Hatch
and concluded with Bruce Power’s
reception. Many thanks to our conference
host and sponsor SNC-Lavalin as well as
OPG, our Women of Influence supporter.
We look forward to welcoming everyone
next year for our 14th Annual WiN-Canada
Conference in Ottawa, Ontario.
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After the presentation of the numerous
actions of WIN FRANCE 2016, in
particular at a regional level, Dominique
Mouillot concluded the general assembly
with positive words which will guide WIN
FRANCE 2017 actions, in particular by
promoting the French nuclear sector
beside the SFEN.
To close this day of sharing, two very
enriching visits were organized:
* ITER in the presence of Françoise
Flament, head of the Division of
purchases and contracts and Eisuke
Tada, Deputy Chief Executive Officer of
ITER Organization,
* TORE SUPRA, with Jean Marc Ane,
project leader at the research institute on
the Magnetic Fusion.

You can visit us online at:
www.wincanada.org
www.facebook.com/womeninnuclear.canada

twitter.com/win_canada

WiN France
WiN France General Meeting
Welcomed by the Atomic Energy and
Alternative Energies Commission (CEA) of
Cadarache, by Philippe BILLOT, Assistant
Director in charge of the programs, WiN
France’s general assembly took place on
October 14th, 2016.

WiN France General Assembly
14th October 2016
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The French delegation present at WiN
Global thanks very sincerely WiN UAE for
the very exciting and welcoming congress
in Abu Dhabi.
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WiN Germany
WiN Germany held the 2016 General
Assembly (GA) on October 27 and
28 at Vattenfall’s premises in Berlin.
On the first day, a visit at the Federal
Environment Ministry was organized with
presentations, discussions on nuclear and
other ministry specific issues and a
sightseeing tour of the historic building.

WiN France delegation (from left to right) : Anne Griesmar
(WiN France - EDF), Anne-Marie Birac (WiN France board
- WiN Global executive), Christine Brun-Yaba (WiN
France), Annick Carnino (WiN France board - former
President of WiN Global), Isabelle Poli (WiN France board
in charge of communication - EDF), Patricia Schindler
(WiN France board - CEA)

To see WiN France activities, you can
review the video shown during Chapters
session in Abu Dhabi on WiN France web
site "English section : "Who we are?".

Participants of the General Assembly 2016 of WiN
Germany

The Managing Director of VENE, Dr. Axel
Cunow, welcomed the WiNners to their
General Assembly on the second day.
WiN Germany President Jutta Jené was
elected for another term (two years) and
some other members of the board were
newly elected. The board reported about
actions and highlights of the WiN Germany
activities in the past year. Currently, more
than 200 women are members of WiN
Germany.

The new and old board of WiN Germany: from left
Dr.Irmie Niemeyer (Forschungszentrum Julich) for
Education, Karin Reiche (ANF) for Communication,
Jutta Jene (RWE) as President and Speaker,
Yvonne Broy (AREVA) for Sponsorship Martina
Etzmuß (PreußenElektra) for Finance.
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WiN Japan
FY 2016 Technical Tour of the Sendai
Nuclear Power Station Restarted First
in Japan

Promoting education on nuclear and
radiation technologies and applications is
an important mission of WiN Germany. As
one of the highlights of the GA, the WiN
Germany prize for the best scientific work
was awarded for the 6th time.
Claudia Graß (above right) – (IKE,
University of Stuttgart) - is this year’s
winner. She succeeded with the Master
thesis on „Applicability of long-length heat
pipes for passive heat removal at low
driving temperature differences” followed
by Chantal Rosenberger (left) - AREVA
GmbH – and her diploma thesis on
“Construction of a testing system to test
control rods under earthquake conditions”.
Following a presentation by one of the
members about the challenges of nuclear
knowledge management over very long
time periods a lively discussion among all
attendees took place. The GA 2016 was
then closed with a general discussion
about organizational issues and the
preparations of the travel to the upcoming
WiN Global Conference in Abu Dhabi and
the next bilateral meeting of WiN Sweden
and WiN Germany scheduled for autumn
2017 in Germany.

WiN IAEA
The IAEA annual assembly took place on
15 December 2016 in the Vienna
International Center. Ms Frances Marshall
was elected as the new WiN IAEA chapter
President, she will also be nominated for
the position as Board member to replace
Gabi Voigt. Ms. Françoise Muhlhause has
been confirmed as vice president
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WiN-Japan took the FY 2016 technical
tour of the Kyushu Electric Power
Company’s Sendai nuclear power station
on September 12, 2016.
The Sendai nuclear power station has
restarted operations for the first time in
Japan since the Nuclear Regulation
Authority (NRA) ruled that it complies with
the new regulatory standard, which was
drastically revised based on the law
enforced in 2013 after the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear disaster.
Therefore, we decided to take the FY 2016
tour of the power station to learn their
efforts for restarting and spreading correct
information to the public.
As of October 5th, 2016, among 44
nuclear power plants which may be
licensing to comply with the new
regulation, 18 plants are under review, 8
plants are approved and 3 plants are in
operation under periodic inspections.
(Fig.-1)
In order to restart the power plants, it is
required to undergo an objective
evaluation based on procedures such as
application for change in reactor
installment license, license application for
construction works plans and license
application for change in operational
safety program. Moreover, it is required to
obtain the consent of local residents. For
that reason, if the power plants meet the
new regulatory standard, which is
regarded as the highest level in the world,
they cannot restart operations without the
consent of local residents.
The Sendai nuclear power station (units 1
and 2: PWR, 890MW) applied for
compliance with the new regulatory
standard in July 2013 and after 19 months
their application was the first approved.
They finally restarted operations of unit 1
in August 2015 and unit 2 in October
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2015.
While the Kyushu Electric Power
Company was qualified to comply with the
new regulatory standard with objective
criteria, for the judgment by local residents
without specific criteria they held meetings
to explain to local residents from April
2014,
the
Kagoshima
prefectural
assembly accepted a petition for
supporting reoperation in November 2014,
and the Kagoshima prefectural governor
made a final judgment.
Also, the president of Kyushu Electric
Power Company had a discussion with the
heads of the municipalities located within
30km from the power station. Also, the
employees visited the homes of about 100
thousand local residents in 2015 and 30
thousand local residents for 3 months just
before restarting the power station to give
them explanation directly with concerned
efforts.
However, additional concerns were raised
for the Sendai nuclear power station which
restarted operations based on the laws
and the consent of local residents.
The new Kagoshima prefectural governor
issued a deactivate request, concerned
about the Kumamoto Earthquake that
occurred on April 16, 2016. Local
governments and electric utility companies
are obliged to comply with the tax system
and the non-binding “safety agreement”.
However, the request by the new governor
supersedes this safety agreement.
Kyushu Electric Power Company assumes
that the basic earthquake ground motion is
540Gal based on the surrounding active
faults and the basic earthquake ground
motion with diffuse seismicity is 620Gal to
postulated earthquake. And they have set
160Gal for reactor automatic shutdown.
When the Kumamoto Earthquake (M7.3)
occurred approximately 116km away from
the power station, the observed value at
the power station was 8.6 Gal which was
one-twentieth of the point set for automatic
shutdown. Also, they have been
performing
disaster
measures
and
evacuation plans to which the new
standard is applied.
Although Kyushu Electric Power Company
already has design margins and safety
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measures as well, they accepted to
provide evacuation vehicles and plans and
conduct special inspection based on the
request from the Kagoshima prefectural
governor.
As the environment, including economic
issues, varies depending on the location of
power plants, the participants realized the
difficulties of assessing responsibility
without specific criteria for determination.
In addition, the participants were informed
about
seismic
measures
for
the
emergency
response
facility
and
measures for a tornado, such as lashing
multiple large fire pump trucks. They felt
the heat and operating vibration by the inservice turbine.
Through the technical tour of the Sendai
nuclear power station, the participants
made a fresh resolve to accomplish their
role in consideration of various risks in
order to assure the power ratio in 2030
targeted by the Japanese government.
WiN-Japan will develop the outcome of
this technical tour for promotion activities
such as student networking events.

Licensing status for the Japanese nuclear plants
(As of October 5, 2016)
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and 9 people were finally chosen and
received a scholarship certificate.
WiN KOREA

2016 WiN Korea Board Meeting
October 11, WiN Korea held the 2016 WiN
Korea Board Meeting at the Garden of a
Thousand Years in Daejeon, South Korea.
15 Executive team members attended the
board meeting including Rena Lee
(President of WiN Korea) and Se-Moon
Park (President of WiN Global), the
chairman of the board had made a report
on business projects executed in the past
year and had a hot discussion on
measures to develop and operate WiN
Korea down the road.

The 7th WiNK Nuclear
Award Ceremony

Contest

The awards ceremony for the 7th WiN
Korea Nuclear Contest (A Personal
Experience on Nuclear) was held on
October 31 at the auditorium of the
Radiation Health Institute at Korea Hydro
& Nuclear Power Cooperation(KHNP).
As part of the WiN Korea Love-Sharing
Project, the contest collected special
personal experience stories related to
nuclear energy from April to August to
select and award scholarships to capable
and talented people, those who can
contribute to the country and the local
community and have a capability and be
nurtured as a next generation talent
person. The prizes for the contest,
especially for this year, includes special
prizes such as the Minister Prize from the
Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning and the Ministry of Trade,
Industry and Energy, the evaluation of the
prize process was carried out prudently
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The 16th WiN Korea General
Assembly
Jointly hosted by the Korea Federation of
Women's
Science
&
Technology
Associations and WiN Korea and held on
October 31 at the auditorium of the
Radiation Health Institute in the Korea
Hydro & Nuclear Power (KHNP) in
Seongnam.
The event started with the opening
address by President Rena Lee, followed
by a congratulatory message from JongHo Lee(the Director of the headquarters of
the Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power(KHNP))
and Byung-Ju Min(the former member of
the Saenuri Party). The workshop also
featured a special lecture delivered by
Byung-Ju Min on the roles and tasks of
women working in the field of science and
technology. Attended by 60 members and
177 delegates, the event was successful.
The new management team members are
as follows:
- New President-elect & Chairman of the
Board-elect : Seung-Sook Lee (Section
Chief at Korea Institute of Radiological
and Medical Sciences)
- Consecutive Board : Seong-Eun Kim, InAh Kim, Seon-Young Nam, Young-Mi
Nam, In-Hwa, Young-Sil Seol, Suk-Gyung
Lee, Young-Il Lee, Young-Ok Lee, JaeSeon Lee, Jeong-Min Lee, Chu-Ok Lee,
Seon-Young Choi, and Eun-Ok Han.
- Elected 7 New Board : Gye-Ryung
Kim(KAERI), Mi-Suk Kim (KIRAMS),
Seon-Gyung Kim (KHNP), Park Seon-Hu
(Korea Institute of Radiological and
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Medical Sciences), Hong-Seon Youk
(Chungnam National University), Hye-Su
Jeon (KHNP), Hye-Seon Hwang (KAERI).
- Auditor (Consecutive): Kim So-Yeon, Lee
Youn-Sil

Participation in 24th WiN Global
Annual Conference
25 Korean delegates from Nuclear Safety
And
Security
Commission,
KHNP,
KEPCO-E&C, KAERI, KONEPA and
several universities participated in the 24th
Women in Nuclear Global Annual
Conference held at Fairmont Bab Al Bahr
Hotel in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
Delegates contributed on the panel
sessions (Hyun-A Jang & Dr. Seon Young
Nam), the poster session and the Chapter
report. Se-Moon Park, President of WiN
Global chaired the WiN Executive
Meeting, Board Meeting and General
Assembly.
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WiN SPAIN

WiN Spain at the 42nd Spanish
Nuclear Society (SNE) Annual
Meeting
WiN Spain participated, as every year, at
the SNE Annual meeting; this year its 42nd
Meeting (September 28-30), that was held
at Santander (northern Spain).
A few presentations were given informing
the nuclear sector of our WiN Spain
activities and future projections.

WiN Spain Conference
Outside the SNE annual meeting usual
technical and related activities, WiN Spain
organized a conference open to the public,
always with the aim to approach Nuclear
Technology to the civil society.
This time the conference: “Nuclear
Technology - A Tool to Heal” was delivered
by
Dr.
Maria
Teresa
Pacheco,
Radiophysician at the Nuclear Medicine
Department of the Hospital Marques de
Valdecilla.
This conference given at the Ateneo was
very well received and obtained excellent
critics.

WiN Conference at the Santander Ateneo
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US WIN
Record Number of Attendees at the 2016
National Conference

U.S. WIN hit a milestone in July by hosting
643 nuclear professionals, students and
supporters during the annual conference –
the biggest non-global meeting on record.
The theme of the conference was Building
on the Promise of Nuclear Energy, and
was hosted by AREVA Inc. and Duke
Energy Corporation. Topics ranged from
the current state of the industry, to future
technologies that are in play now, and
member's role and influence in supporting
nuclear technologies. Dozens of industry
experts shared their insights during the
breakout sessions that included elements
of professional development, public
outreach and networking. There was even
a little fun with an evening of dancing,
dinner and simulated driving at the
NASCAR Hall of Fame.
U.S WIN thanks the many members of the
conference planning committee, the
facilitators, presenters and NEI staff that
helped make the 2016 event a success.

2017 U.S. WIN National Conference
Hilton, San Francisco July 23-26
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Naomi Marshall Receives Patricia
Bryant Leadership Award (PBLA)
Ms. Naomi Marshall was the recipient of
the 2016 PBLA, presented at the U.S.
WIN national conference in Charlotte. Ms.
Marshall is the Manager of Project
Management and Business Process at
Westinghouse Electric Company. She is
also the President of the Westinghouse
Columbia Chapter.
Ms. Marshall has worked in the nuclear
industry
for
17
years
at
both
Westinghouse and British Nuclear Fuels.
During her career, she has worked in
nuclear fuel manufacturing and product
development
internationally
and
domestically. She is the recipient of two
company level George Westinghouse
signature
awards
in
technology
development in the nuclear industry. She
is also certified as a Customer First
Leader
for
Westinghouse
Electric
Company.
Ms. Marshall has demonstrated significant
leadership by organizing the education
programs for the University professors and
students in nuclear industry introduction
and education programs. She has also
mentored students and professionals
interested
in
careers
in
nuclear
technologies as well as giving seminars to
the communities and special briefings for
organizations. She aided in chartering new
U.S WIN chapters.
In her role as president of Westinghouse
Columbia Chapter, she led the promotion
of public outreach through school careers
days, Girls in Science Day at the state
museum, Bridge Creek Elementary
Science Day, and STEM girls' summer
camp. She also organized her chapter's
involvement in many large events such as
Walk for Life and American Nuclear
Society visit for North Carolina State
Chapter Public Outreach. She arranged to
host Pandora's promise movie in
Columbia. Ms. Marshall is passionate
about fostering the interest, professional
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growth, and success of women in the
nuclear field, which is why she was
chosen to receive this year’s award.
The PBLA was established in 2006 to
recognize U.S. WIN members who have
made
significant
contributions
and
demonstrated leadership in the three core
values:
 To support an environment in
nuclear energy and nuclear
technologies in which both women
and men are able to succeed;
 To provide a network through
which the women in these fields
can further their professional
development; and
 To provide an organized
association through which the
public is informed about nuclear
energy and nuclear technologies.
This award is named after Patricia Bryant,
who is considered one of the founders of
the Women in Nuclear Global and U.S.
Women in Nuclear organizations. Ms.
Bryant worked in both domestic and
international energy communications, with
34 years in nuclear communications. She
focused on building regional, national and
international networks to strengthen
industry programs on technical and public
affairs information and establishing and
providing crisis communication leadership
and direction for the industry following the
events at Three Mile Island. Ms. Bryant
devoted considerable personal time and
effort to mentoring and coaching others.
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WHAT’S NEW?

WiN Global Annual Conference
The 24th WiN Conference was held at the
Fairmont Hotel, Abu Dhabi in November,
hosted by WiN ENEC. This is our first
conference to be held in the Middle East,
and was attended by 370 women and men
from around the world.

During the Gala Dinner the WiN Award
was presented to the 2017 honoree, Ms
Norma Boero, President of the Argentinian
National Commission of Atomic Energy in
recognition of the long-term leadership,
development and support of the nuclear
sector in Argentina. The WiN Special
Award was presented to Jessie Chiu of
WiN Taiwan for her invaluable and
enduring work for WiN Global and WiN
Taiwan, of which she was a founding
member. His Excellency, Mohammed Al
Hammadi, CEO of ENEC kindly presented
the awards.

Ms Norma Boero receiving the 2017 WiN Award
Left to right: Ms Hasna Al Blooshi, WiN ENEC, Dr
Se-Moon Park, H.E. Mohammed Al Hammadi,
Ms Norma Boero, Dr Gabi Voigt
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Ms Jessie Chiu of WiN Taiwan receiving the
2017 WiN Special Award

Mr Al Hammadi also presented a special
gift to the out-going President of WiN
Global, Dr Se-Moon Park on behalf of WiN
ENEC.
Se-Moon has been the 6th
President, serving two terms of office
since 2012. Since beginning her term SeMoon
has
vastly
increased
the
membership of WiN Global, has
introduced a new, updated website and
overseen the production of the WiN Global
20th Anniversary commemorative book.

Dr Se-Moon Park receives a special gift from
WiN ENEC

Ms Janice Dunn-Lee Interview
Swiss Vote to Defend Clean Energy
Here we have an interview with Ms Janice
Dunn-Lee of the IAEA by Minji Park a
member of WiN Korea, a young women
beginning her career in the nuclear
industry.
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In a crucial referendum in November, the
people of Switzerland have voted to
maintain their existing nuclear fleet into
the future, and rejected demands for
premature closure.
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CELEBRATING SUCCESS
Ms. Ines Gallego ex WiN Spain
President is honoured by the Spanish
Nuclear Society

PRESIDENT’S CORNER

The Board of Directors of the Spanish
Nuclear Society unanimously decided to
distinguish Ms. Inés Gallego with the
Honorable Mention of SNE 2016. The
winner is an active collaborator of the
Spanish Nuclear Society and was
president of WiN Spain between 2007 and
2011. Inés Gallego, former Director of
Quality and Environment of Iberdrola
Ingeniería y Construcción, received the
plaque at the official dinner of the 42nd
Annual Meeting of Santander by the
president of the Society, Mr. José R.
Torralbo.
Dr. Gabriele Voigt, a nuclear environmentalist, the
new WiN Global president.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
2017 WiN Global Annual Conference

The WiN Global 2017 Annual Conference
will be held in Beijing, China from August
28th to September lst
2017 US WIN National Conference

The 2017 U.S. WIN National Conference
will be held at the Hilton, San Francisco
July 23-26
2017World Nuclear Association Symposium

The Symposium will be held at the Park
Plaza Hotel, London from September 13th
to 15th
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During the Abu Dhabi General Assembly
in 2016, I was endorsed as the new WiN
Global President. It is a great honour and
privilege to spearhead this prestigious
international network for the next few
years. Dr. Se Moon Park has been a
wonderful President over the past four
years and has strengthened the spirit and
communication in WiN Global for which we
cannot thank her enough.
The Annual Conference in Abu Dhabi was
again a huge challenge to the organizers
with about 370 women participating. As
always, the organizing committee did a
wonderful job, by securing a smooth
administration, providing an inspiring
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programme and allowing WiNners to
experience and enjoy the national culture.
We now look forward to the 25th Annual
Conference to be organized in Beijing by
WiN China from 28 August to 1 September
2017. WiN China members have already
started to prepare the programme and are
ready to start with the organization.
Being active in WiN issues since 2003, I
have seen WiN growing and developing.
Over the years I was active as an
Executive, as a Board member, as a
founding member of WiN Europe and
active member and Vice-President of WiN
IAEA. I also served on the Strategic Plan
Committee under the capable leadership
of Irene Aegerter. I am convinced that it is
timely for the WiN network to become a
registered NGO, which will strengthen our
capabilities and capacities. We will have to
focus on corporate identity and using
social media, such as Facebook, LinkedIn,
Youtube and Twitter. I will revive some of
the committees and establish new ones to
respond to the needs of WiNners as
expressed in the 2016 survey and the
recommendations of the Strategic Plan
Committee. Close communication with the
Executives and Board members will be
pursued using modern web-based tools.
As Se-Moon, our outgoing president did, I
will engage specifically with the young
generation, even including my own family
members, to help us to demonstrate a
professional and modern profile. The
MoUs concluded by the previous
Presidents now need to be followed by
actions. The first step towards this
objective is the joint conference between
WiN and the INYC in 2018 in Argentina.
One of my first activities is to re-establish
the WiN Global Committees. I am happy to
announce
that
the
WiN
Global
Communication Committee is brought
back to life with Susan Brissette (WiN
Canada) to take the lead. Susan was
already chairing this Committee which was
dormant for some while. She has
established a WiN Global Facebook site
and will consider the use of social media
platforms. There are already some
volunteers to support her, but we need
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more. Furthermore, I look for volunteers to
contribute to the Strategic Committee and
the soon to be established Mentoring
Committee. Please contact Gabi or Gaby if
you are interested to become involved.
In addition I ask all chapters to inform us if
you have already a Facebook/Twitter
account and to confirm or nominate a focal
point for communication in your chapter.
Thank you!
There is much to do, it will not be boring, I
look forward to working together with you
all during the next years of my Presidency.

Women in Nuclear Global,
c/o World Nuclear Association
Tower House, 10 Southampton Street,
London, WC2E 7HA, United Kingdom
www.win-global.org
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